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No Experience? No Problem.
How I Snared $6,000 in Client Work My 

First Week as a Freelance 
Copywriter … 

By Jay White

I hear it all the time from my copywriting coaching students …

"But Jay, I don't have any writing experience to speak of yet. Who's going to hire me?"

Legitimate question — and one I'm sure we all struggled with when just starting out …

However, there IS a way you can completely bypass the whole "experience" barrier and start getting clients quickly.

How do I know? Because that's the way I did it. Let me explain …

Back in January of 2006, I officially launched my career as freelance direct-response copywriter. I gave up a good job to spread 

my wings and go out on my own, and I was basically starting over from scratch.

Which means I had ZERO presence, ZERO prospects, and ZERO knowledge on how to get either.



So that first Monday, I did what many of us have done — walked around my house with my head in my hands thinking, "Am I 

COMPLETELY insane?"

(Sound familiar? I'll bet there's a lot of nodding heads out there.)

But on Tuesday, I had an epiphany of sorts …

I put together a list of 11 targeted prospects and sent all of them the same basic message, only changing the name of the 

recipient. These went out at 9:00 a.m. that morning.

By noon, I had already received THREE responses to my inquiries — an unheard of rate (27%) for this type of marketing, 

especially in just three hours.

One of those prospects was especially interested. And by Friday of that week, I had secured my first freelance gig for a total fee 

of $6,000.

That job lead to more and more work. And over the next few months, I made around $25,000 just from that first client.

Not a bad start, eh?

So let's review:

Monday — clueless and lost

Tuesday — idea and implementation

Wednesday/Thursday — back and forth with potential client

Friday — $6,000 heading in to my bank account

And that all happened to a guy who had ZERO experience as a freelance copywriter.

So how did I do it? Easy …

Instead of focusing on what I DIDN'T have, I focused on what I DID.

You see, I had a more in-depth knowledge of this niche than most copywriters, and I knew I could knock it out of the park pretty 

quickly if given the chance.

So I crafted my marketing message to focus on my NICHE experience — not my WRITING experience — and the prospects 

came out of the woodwork to talk with me.

Truth is, most clients could care less about how much you've written or who you've written for or any of that stuff …



What they REALLY want is someone who knows their market inside and out … a writer who can talk to their prospects and 

customers in a way they can instantly understand and respond by taking action right NOW.

Your prospects don't want to have to train you in their business — they just want to hand you a pile of projects (the same pile 

they've been staring at for weeks, wishing somebody would take if off their desk) and say, "HERE — now who do I make the 

check out to?"

See how this works?

So before you start marketing yourself, think about targeting those niches where you can leverage one (or more) of these three 

things:

1. More KNOWLEDGE Than Other Copywriters

Look, we all know more about some things than other people, right?

So think about that for a moment — what little tidbits can you mention in water cooler conversation that make people say, 

"Really? I had no idea!" These could be potential niches for you.

Were you once a circus clown? Did you travel around the world on a sailboat? Or climb Everest? These are things that make a 

potential client perk up.

And before you say, "Yeah, right Jay — who's going to hire me based on anything quirky like that?" Consider this …

I have a student who once skated in the Opening Ceremony of the Olympics. And guess who's she writing for now? Yep — the 

Olympic Channel.

She scoffed when I suggested targeting that niche. But sometimes, that's where you find the hidden gold mines.

2. More EXPERIENCE Than Other Copywriters

This crosses over a bit with knowledge, but think about your current or past job experience and how you can leverage that …

What industry was it in? Did you manage people? Was there technology involved? A special skill set? All these are things you 

can leverage to catch the eye of a potential client in those same niches …

And before you tell me how you want to get away from that "old world" and do something new, remember — you don't HAVE to 

stay in the same zone forever.



You can just take a few easy gigs to get going and build some momentum, then you can let those clients slide away while you 

focus on what you really want to write about.

That's what I did in the beginning stages. I didn't want to make a career in that first niche. But I knew I could get hired a lot 

faster there.

So I did the whole "grin and bear it" thing for a few months to pay the bills while I marketed myself in other areas. And when 

those new clients started coming my way, I let the first one go and never looked back.

3. More PASSION Than Other Copywriters

Here's a place that can be both fun AND lucrative …

Think about those things you're really passionate about. Maybe it's a hobby. Or a side interest. Or even a political or religious 

affiliation. Something you've always enjoyed doing or being a part of but never really thought about as a niche choice.

For example, years ago I was really into golf. So I figured, "Why not see if I can find work there?" I made some inquiries and 

landed a gig with one of the top golf marketers online.

And right out of the gate, I was BLOWING them away with my copy. Why? Not because I was more talented or experienced. 

But because I was passionate about the game and knew the golfer inside and out. And that translated easily into my copy.

In fact, it wasn't long before I secured a HUGE retainer with this client that lasted for several years. And the best part? In the 

mornings, I would write about golf. Then in the afternoon, I'd grab my sticks and go play 18.

Talk about the copywriter's lifestyle!

So you see, getting clients when you have no writing experience doesn't have to be a struggle …

All you have to do is leverage what you already have instead of worrying about what you don't. And when you make this 

simple marketing mind-set tweak, don't be surprised if your copywriting career takes off like a rocket!

You ready to hop on board? Let me know how I can help you get going by posting a comment below.
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More by Jay White

More from The Writer's Life

7 Responses to "No Experience? No Problem. How I 
Snared $6,000 in Client Work My First Week as a Freelance 
Copywriter..."

Great information Jay Sounds "Doable" , Professional, Fun and lucrative. 

Guest (Tim) – over a year ago

I was born for this! I honestly did not think it was a possibility to live luxuriously as a writer, but I am so grateful that I've 

found AWAI because this is so perfect for me and my family. Thank you for sharing your experiences and steps along the 

way! I know my niche with knowledge and experience: Healthcare/Homecare. I have a passion for Hair care, Health and 

wellness, fitness, and children. I explain any topic well and I love writing! What is my first step?

Nalah – over a year ago

Hi Jay, Being infinity and COS member,I have access to your ece program and I did download your program and even 

registered for your discussions group.However,I noticed that all your written and videos are about four years old...no new 

update!

Is that all I will get NOW or you are updating it afresh? 

I live and work in Saudi Arabia and have no experience in copywriting.Thus I want to some financisl cushion before I 

continue my long journey on COS trail. 

Any comments! 

Regards, Mukarram Ali

Mukarram – over a year ago

I have been struggling - hard - with finding my niche.

I even know what I already know - aka: what I love and am good at, and that it could be the perfect place to start and I'd 

write about it passionately. But... ;)

It wasn't until I read this simple, but highly effective post that it clicked for me... to do just that. *shakes head.

I have no idea why it took me reading this to just do it, but I'm highly grateful that I found it.
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I even got goosebumps reading it (my bodies way of telling me: Yes Yes. This is it. Do this. You found THE direction to go 

in. Now, DO IT.) Ok, body. Thank you for letting me know.

And Jay White.. 

Thank You SO Much For Writing This, Danae Infinger

(Copy Writer In Progress) Lol. 

Stay Tuned ;)

Guest (Danae Infinger) – over a year ago

Dear Jay, I've already taken your Email Copy course. It was wonderful! I'm now starting to look for work. Going to take your 

advice as per above. Wish me luck!

Regards, Jennie K

Jennie K – over a year ago

Thanks everyone--appreciate the kind words. Let's see if I can address everyone's questions real quickly...

Nalah, my suggestion is to make sure you've enrolled in Email Copy Made Easy. Then get into our private 

groupsite and interact with myself and others there. That will get you on the right track. I'll be there to answer any 

more questions you might have.

Mukarram, we update things as needed. What is in the course is not outdated whatsoever--it worked then, it works 

now. So no worries. :)

Jay White – over a year ago

Thank you Jay for what you've written here. It's opened my eyes to other things I didn't never even contemplated.

Guest (John Kidd) – over a year ago
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